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1. The route of Way for Old Dairy Road is a based on the B.P.R.
   Glaciated Highlight alignment through U.S. 1195 as shown on a right
   of way sheet recorded in Juneau T. 11 R. 11 E. The route of Way
   for Old Dairy Road is based on a recorded plat by a Central Bank
   Monuments.

2. The connection to Glaciated highlight at the end of this project and
   access to the right of way for Old Dairy Road is a property right
   recorded in Juneau T. 11 R. 11 E and is based on a recorded plat by
   A Central Bank Monuments.

3. The route of Way through the old Dairy Meadow Subdivision was
   selected for the project from both, Glaciated Highlight and
   Highlight Hill to Smith Bay. The right of way for the section of
   Old Dairy Road is based on a Central Bank Monuments.

4. The purpose of these plans is to define the right of Way of Old Dairy
   Road. This project was directed to the
   Highlight Hill to Smith Bay.

5. The field survey for this project was performed by the Dept. of
   Transportation, the right of way for Old Dairy Road is based on a
   recorded plat by A Central Bank Monuments as shown.

6. The preparation of these plans was directly supervised by the
   Engineer of this project. This project was directed to the
   Highlight Hill to Smith Bay.

7. Where survey control datum determined on
   computed courses, the recorded course is shown in parentheses.